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Killing competition

– Killer Acquisitions
– Colleen Cunningham, Florian Ederer, and Song Ma
– Journal of Political Economy 2021 129:3, 649-702 



Why incumbent firms acquire innovative firms?



Some examples 

• In early 2000s,  Questcor: monopoly 
in  ACTH drugs with product Acthar

• In mid-2000s, Synacthen starts to 
develop in US market 

• In 2013, Questcor acquires US 
development rights  for Synacthen

+ but stopped develop 
Synacthen
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Amazon vs Diapers.com

– Quidsi (diapers.com; soap.com)
– 2009: first offer when Amazon plans to enter this market. 

First declined
– Soon after, Quidsi noticed Amazon dropping prices up to 30 percent on 

diapers and other baby products. As an experiment, Quidsi executives 
manipulated their prices and then watched as Amazon’s website changed its 
prices accordingly. Amazon’s pricing bots—software that carefully monitors 
other companies’ prices and adjusts Amazon’s to match—were tracking 
Diapers.com.

– $545 million in 2010
– Shut down in 2016

– Congress hearing:
– Representative Mary Gay Scanlon said documents show that Amazon was 

willing to lose $200 million in one month on diapers alone. Scanlon accused 
Amazon of raising prices on diapers following the elimination of its 
competitor.



Cunningham, Ederer and Song (2021)

– Focus on Pharmaceutical drug development, able to 
– track project level information (drugs)
– quantify competition among projects 

– Compare project survival probability between projects:
– acquired by overlapping incumbents 
– acquired by non-overlapping incumbents 



Baseline result 

– Run following regression:

– Triple Difference estimates 



Impact of Market Power

– Killer acquisition is more likely if market is less competitive:



Acquirer’s Patent Life 

– More likely to develop acquired product if existing product is soon expiring:



Technology Redeployment

– Incumbent may shut down the project
– but use acquired technology on more productive ends 

– Test molecule-level similarity between
– Projects developed by acquirers around acquisition 
– Acquired project 



How is that possible?

– Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrust Improvements Act (HSR) of 1976

– Deal exempt from FTC review if below a certain size threshold 



How is that possible?



But maybe the products are better?

– A classic doctrine: consumer welfare è hard to measure! 



M&A in Dialisys sector 

– Dialisys Sector has become increasingly concentrated

– How does M&A affect treatment to patients in the healthcare industry?



Eliason et al. (2020)

– Eliason, P. J., Heebsh, B., McDevitt, R. C., & Roberts, J. W. (2019). How 
Acquisitions Affect Firm Behavior and Performance: Evidence from the Dialysis 
Industry. Quarterly Journal of Economics, 135(1), 221–267.

– Study data on Medicare  claims for dialysis patients

– Focus on independent facilities acquired by large chains

– Acquired facilities’ behavior converges to the acquiring chain
– Increasing patients’ doses of highly reimbursed drugs 
– Replacing high-skilled nurse to low-skilled technicians 
– decline in value for patients but increased Medicare spending



Identification Strategy

– Run following regression:
– For patient i in facility j at time t 

– Compare :
– Patients in acquired facility 
– Patients with similar characteristics but in facilities that are never acquired.

– Detailed data allows to control for clinically-relevant characteristics 



Drug dose 



Drug dose Con’t



Facility Input Choice

– Run following regression:
– For patient i in facility j at time t 



Patient Outcome


